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From SpongePedia, Bob Vicky's First Sponge. Sandy Rocket is an episode of Season 1. (edit) Info Edit Characters Edit Places (edit) Plot When Sandy creates a rocket and tells SpongeBob that she is going to the moon, SpongeBob begs her to take it with her. Sandy tells him there is not enough space,
and SpongeBob seals himself so he can fit in a small container. Sandy explains that she needs all the containers and boxes, and tells him that this trip is for science, not fun. SpongeBob continues to beg her, and she eventually agrees to take it. SpongeBob runs through the walls, chanting Going to the
Moon! Moon ride! Moon ride!, and annoying Sandy. Sandy has small clean cannons that she uses to collect lunar rocks, and denies the existence of aliens on the moon. Patrick comes to SpongeBob at night and gives him some Alien repellent (for windows) and they go to the rocket to spray it. Even if
they should just spray the windows, Patrick goes inside and SpongeBob accidentally launches the rocket. No one is in control, so he goes into space, loops around the moon, and returns to Bikini Bottom. SpongeBob and Patrick, convinced that they are on the moon, think that aliens project their
memories on the environment to deceive them. They begin to catch everyone with clean weapons, believing that they are aliens. Then they conclude that each other is alien, so they try to capture each other. Patrick accidentally captures himself, and SpongeBob puts him in a rocket. He launches the
rocket again and it falls to the moon. Suddenly SpongeBob realizes his terrible mistake and everyone (Sandy, Patrick, Mr. Crabs, Squidward, Larry Omar, etc.) says: SpongeBob, aliens would like to talk to you. (edited) Trivia/Goofs When Patrick tinker with the control in Sandy's rocket while playing the
game, the sound effect in the background is a rotating sound block from Tetris. When SpongeBob and Patrick first became weightless in rocket, the book floats with 2001 written on the cover. This is a reference to Arthur C. Clarke's 2001 novel: A Space Odyssey. When SpongeBob throws his first
captured stranger (Gary), the ticker on the rocket presses on one and the din sound is heard. This ding is used for general sound on CBS game shows, but it is best known for being used on the current US version of Price Right. This show is a parody of alien films, particularly the 1986 James Cameron
film, Aliens. SpongeBob's belief that foreigners project his and Patrick's memories of their home, Bikini Bottom, onto the lunar surface to place them in a false sense of security seems inspired by the story The Third Expedition from Ray Bradbury's The Martian Chronicles. When SpongeBob looks out the
window to the moon, the view of the Earth from the moon looks almost like the famous photo of Apollo 8. The book based on this episode features an alternate end where SpongeBob releases Sandy out of the bag as well as citizens and apologizes, but Sandy can see that he still doesn't understand what
he's done, and so when SpongeBob asks if he can hunt aliens, Sandy shoots SpongeBob as punishment before flying the rocket back to Bikini Bottom. This ending would not have been possible in the episode itself, because the rocket ran out of fuel when they reached the moon. It also contains an
additional scene where Plankton is captured while trying to steal Crabby Patty. During the promotion of the Nickelodeon film in 1999, a set of scratching and sniffing stickers were released at specified fast food restaurants to be used with some Nicktoons. One of them was used when Patrick sprayed
toothpaste in peanut butter. Another appeared when SpongeBob pulled a hot water bottle from under the sleeping Squidward. In addition, the character that signaled you to sniff at the bottom right of the screen was accidentally filmed along with the episode, and did not edit more until the end of 2002,
almost 3 years after zero and sniffing packages were put into circulation. The LEGO set called Rocket Ride, based on this episode, was released in 2008. The scale of Sandy's rocket varies between Bikini Bottom and the Moon, where it is almost as great as the Moon itself. When SpongeBob and Patrick
have a hard time filling aliens into a rocket ship, there were still plenty of Bikini Bottomites captured and left on the ground. But after SpongeBob caught Patrick and Sandy, all Of Bottoms' Bikinis were captured and the rocket was still half empty. Smoke from the rocket hit the Sandy tree, despite the
missile being outside. It's inexplicable how everyone came back to Earth. (Editing) Transcript for Sandy Rocket First Season of the American animated series SpongeBob SquarePants SpongeBob SquarePants Month 1DVD coverStarring Tom Kenny Bill Fabakgerke Roger Bumpass Clancy Brown Mr.
Lawrence Jill Tully Carolyn Lawrence Mary Jo Catlett LaurieAn Country Origin United. episodes20 (41 segment)ReleaseOriginal NetworkNikelodeonOriginal release1 May, 1999 - March 3, 2001 Seasonal chronology→Season 2 List of episodes spongebo SquarePants First season of the American



animated series SpongeBob SquarePants, created by former marine biologist and animator Stephen Hillenburg, aired on Nickelodeon from May 1, 1999 to March 3, 2001 and consists of 20 episodes (41 segment). The series chronicles the exploits and adventures of the main character and his various
friends in the fictional underwater town of Bikini Bottom. The show features the voices of Tom Kenny, Bill Fagerbakke, Roger Bumpas, Clancy Brown, Mr. Lawrence, Jill Tully, Carolyn Lawrence, Mary Jo Catlett and Laurie Allan. Among the first guest stars Appearing on the show were Ernest Borthnin and
Tim Conway voicing superhero characters Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy, respectively. Hillenburg originally conceived the show in 1984 and began working on it shortly after Rocko's Modern Life was canceled in 1996. To voice SpongeBob's character, Hillenburg approached Tom Kenny, who worked
with him on Modern Life of Roco. The show was originally called SpongeBoy Ahoy!, but the name SpongeBoy was already used for mops. Upon learning of this, Hillenburg decided to use the name SpongeBob. He chose Square Pants as a surname as it relates to the square shape of the character, and
he had a nice ring to it. Several compilation DVDs were released that contained episodes from the season. SpongeBob SquarePants: The full 1st season DVD was released in Region 1 on October 28, 2003, Region 2 on November 7, 2005 and Region 4 on November 30, 2006. The pilot episode, Help
Wanted, was not included on DVD due to copyright issues with the song Livin' in the Sunlight, Lovin' in the Moonlight by tiny Tim, which appears in the episode but was later released as a bonus feature on various DVDS of the series, including the third season. The season received positive reviews from
media critics after its release. Development See also: The Story of SpongeBob SquarePants and Help Wanted (SpongeBob SquarePants) Stephen Hillenburg became an animator during his time at the California Institute of the Arts. Creator Stephen Hillenburg originally conceived SpongeBob
SquarePants in 1984 when he taught and studied marine biology at what is now the Orange County Ocean Institute. During this period, Hillenburg became fascinated with animation and wrote a comic book called Intertide Zone, which starred various anthropomorphic forms of marine life, many of which
turned into sponges, including Bob Sponge, which was the co-host of the comic and resembled a real sea sponge, unlike SpongeBob, which resembles a sponge. In 1987, Hillenburg left the institute to fulfill his dream of becoming an animator, and began to anticipate a possible concept of the project with
anthropomorphic marine life. Then he began to draw some rough sketches. In 1992, Hillenburg began attending the California Institute of the Arts to study animation, having been accepted by Jules Engel, who was impressed by Hillenburg's previous work. While studying at the animation school,
Hillenburg worked on the children's television series Mother Goose and Grimm and worked on the series from 1991 to 1993. While working at the California Institute of the Arts, he made his thesis film called Wormhole, which was funded by the Princess Grace Foundation and then was shown at various
Festivals. In 1995, Joe Murray, the creator of Modern Life of Roco, met Hillenburg at an animation festival and offered him a job as a director of the series. Roco's modern life ended in 1996. Shortly thereafter, Hillenburg began working on SpongeBob SquarePants, teaming up with several Nickelodeon
veterans and members of the Rocko team, including creative director Derek Drimon, screenwriters and directors Sherma Cohen and Dan Povenmire, screenwriter Tim Hill, actor and screenwriter Martin Olson, animator Alan Smart and editor of The Stories of Merriweather Williams. To voice SpongeBob's
character, Hillenburg approached Tom Kenny, who worked with him on Modern Life of Roco. The character was originally to be called SpongeBoy, and the show was called SpongeBoy Aha!. However, Nickelodeon's legal department found that the name SpongeBoy was already used for the product mop.
This was discovered after the original seven-minute pilot's voiceover was recorded in 1997. Upon learning of this, Hillenburg decided that the character's name still had to contain Sponge so that the audience would not accept the character as Cheese Man. Hillenburg decided to use the name SpongeBob.
He chose Square Pants as a surname as it relates to the square shape of the character, and he had a nice ring to it. Producer Ernest Borthnin (left) and Tim Conway (right) starred as The Voice of Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy, respectively, in an episode of the same name. In the first season Tom
Kenny was to voice the main character SpongeBob SquarePants and his favorite snail Gary. SpongeBob's best friend, a starfish named Patrick Star, was voiced by Bill Fagerbakke, while Roger Bampass played the voice of the tentacles of Squidward, an arrogant and evil octopus. Other cast members
included Clancy Brown as Mr. Crabs, a stingy money-obsessed crab, and SpongeBob's boss in Krusty Crab; Mr. Lawrence as Plankton, a small green copopod and Mr. Crabs' business rival; Jill Tully as Karen, Plankton's mother; Carolyn Lawrence as Sandy Chicks, a squirrel from Texas; Mary Jo Catlett
as Mrs. Puff, SpongeBob's schoolteacher; and Laurie Alan as Pearl Crabs, a teenage whale, Mr. Crabs' daughter. While Hillenburg, Derek Drimon and Tim Hill wrote Help Wanted, Hillenburg also conducted auditions to find voices for the show's characters. He created SpongeBob's character with Tom
Kenny, in which he used the identities of Kenny and others to help create SpongeBob's identity. SpongeBob's voice was originally used by Kenny for a secondary female alligator character named Al in modern Roco life. Kenny forgot his voice initially as he created it just for this use. Hillenburg,
remembered him when he came up with SpongeBob and used the video clip of the episode to remind Kenny of the voice. Kenny said SpongeBob's laughter was specifically aimed at uniqueness, saying they wanted an annoying laugh in the tradition of Popey and Woody Woodpeat. Hillenburg originally
had Mr. Lawrence as Squidward. Drimon said: We knew Doug from Roco, where he was a storyboard director and where he also made The Voice of The Philburt. We were showing Doug a storyboard and he started reading us in his Tony Tiger/Gregory Peck voice. It was really funny and we ended up
with SpongeBob using a deep voice when he walked into the Krusty Crab for the first time. Hillenburg loved the voice and decided to let Lawrence play a variety of random characters, including Plankton. In addition to regular actors, the episodes sound the voices of guests from different professions,
including actors, musicians and artists. Former Navy SEAL actors Ernest Borthnin and Tim Conway have reunited for their first co-television project in 33 years as guest actors portraying beloved superheroes SpongeBob, Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy, respectively. Borghnin said: Conway and I played
each other. Tim is such a performer - a little more caustic than I am. The people outside the room were guffawing. We have to be underwater, you know. They repainting their role in the episode Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy II, which also starred Charles Nelson Reilly as their nemesis, Dirty Bubble. In
an episode of Scaredy Pants, a Halloween special, the American band Ghastly Ones performed a special musical performance, while Brian Doyle-Murray voiced the Flying Dutchman. American country guitarist and singer Junior Brown made a vocal cameo, and performed the song Texas in an episode of
the same name. In Neptune's Spatula, John O'Hurley appeared as King neptune. John Lurie and Jim Jarmusch (who collaborated to make Stranger than Heaven and Down by Law movies) made cameos as they did in an episode of Hooky, through excerpts from bravo's series, Fishing with John. Writing
by Ray Bradbury wrote a book of zen in the art of writing on which Merriweather Williams used to conceiving exercises to write meetings that could generate ideas for possible episodes. Before starting production on the show, Hillenburg decided early on that he wanted SpongeBob SquarePants to be a
storyboard-driven show rather than a script-driven one. A storyboard-driven approach that required artists who could take a skeletal story plan and flesh it out with visa gags, dialogue and a structure that would strike a balance between narrative and whim. work on the show. The band, which previously
worked with Hillenburg on Modern Life of Roco, consisted of Alan Smart, Nick Jennings and Derek Dreamon. Tim Hill was asked if he wanted to be a history editor, but at the time he was unavailable. The film crew forced Peter Burns to work as a history editor who developed the idea for an episode of
Ripped Pants that SpongeBob rips his pants off. During the first season, the writing staff used most of the history ideas that were in the Hillenburg Bible series, and they had problems on how to generate new ideas. At one point, the writing staff went to the beach for inspiration for a possible episode.
However, the day was cloudy and cold, so we had to stay in the car. Drimon said: We didn't come up with too many ideas that day. Story editor Peter Burns left, and the crew had to overtake Merriweather Williams. Hillenburg told Williams that she had a responsibility to get us (writers) to come up with
new ideas. Drimon said, This is a very high task. Williams gave Drimon a book called zen in the art of writing by Ray Bradbury that catalogues a collection of essays on the writing processes. One way to inspire the plots in the book was to write nouns that interested him (Bradbury) on the note card, and
hang them in his office. He felt just having a word in his vision would get his mind running. Williams took this scheme and did it in a writing exercise. When writing meetings, all employees list 10 nouns on strips of paper and knead them into a hat. The hat would have been passed on throughout, and the
writer would have had limited time to generate an idea based on the noun he had written. Drimon said, It almost always starts a discussion and we've got a lot of episodes out of it. In addition, Drimon said that Williams really came up with a great addition to this process. One day Hillenburg came to
Williams and said, Why don't you go read a bunch of books about writing. Hillenburg wanted to keep the enthusiasm in the writing room because, according to Williams, sometimes it can be a slog. She left, read more books about writing, and came up with two more exercises to write meetings. Animation
and Design Animation was processed overseas in Korea at Rough Draft Studios. Throughout the season, from 1999 to 2001, SpongeBob was animated by cel animation. The show switched to digital ink and paint animation during its second season in 2000. Executive producer Paul Tibbett, in 2009, said:
... The first season of SpongeBob was done the old-fashioned way on the cages, and each cage should be partially painted, left to dry, paint some other colors. It's still a laborious aspect of the process now, but the digital way of doing things means it's not plenty of time to fix. (42) (42) was storyboarded
and written by Sherm Cohen, Derek Drimon, Steve Fonti, Steven Hillenburg, Chuck Klein, Jay Lander, Chris Mitchell, Mark O'Hara, Aaron Springer, Paul Tibbitt, Ennio Torresan, Vincent Waller, and Eric Wiese. When the crew began production on the pilot, they were tasked with developing a warehouse
location where ... The show will be coming back again and again, and in which most of the action will take place, such as Krusty Crab and SpongeBob Pineapple House. Hillenburg had a clear vision of what he wanted to look like in the show. The idea was to keep everything marine, so the crew used a lot
of ropes, wooden boards, ship wheels, nets, anchors, and patterns and rivets. The season marked the introduction of heavenly flowers as the main background. He first appeared in the pilot and has since become a common feature throughout the series. When designer Kenny Pittenger was asked, What
are these things? he replied, They function like clouds along the way, but since the show is underwater, they're not really clouds. Since the show was influenced by Tiki, background artists should use many templates. Pittenger said: Actually, the sky flowers are basically a quirky design element that Steve
(Hillenburg) came up with to evoke the look of a Hawaiian shirt with a floral print or something like that. I don't know what it is either. The reception season received critical acclaim. Three of his episodes won Best Sound Editing in Television Animation at the 2000 Golden Drum Awards. It consisted of
episodes of The Mermaid Man and the Barnacle Boy and Pickles for music, while Karate Choppers won for Sound. In 2001, Rock Bottom and Arrgh! also won the Golden Reel Awards for Best Sound Editing in Television Animation - Sound, while Fools in April and Neptune's Spatula were nominated for
Best Sound Editing in Television Animation Music. In his review for Variety, Noel Holston said, The show is smarter and weirder than most prime-time animated series that appeared last year. In addition, most of the reviews on the first season's DVD were positive in relation to the series as one of the best
American comedy shows. In Bill Treadway's DVD review for DVD Verdict, he called the show the best animated American comedy since The Simpsons, a statement I stand behind. Treadway said the show is available to all that adults will enjoy witty satire and quietly in the jokes subtly inserted into each
episode. He also noted that children will love bright colors, energetic pace and live characters and that parents don't have to worry about violence or rude humor. DVD Talk's Jason Bovberg called SpongeBob SquarePants the coolest Saturday morning cartoon since Warner Bros. In a separate For the
DVD release of the season, Bovberg highly recommended the set and wrote: I love the show so much, I don't see any way around giving this recommendation. Bovberg was particularly involved in the exclusion of the pilot episode of Help Wanted, saying, But why is Help Wanted missing? I suppose I'll
have to buy a theme drive down the road to provide that one. Sigh. He also described it as the only disappointment of the set. Ron Epstein, also from DVD Talk, said that SpongeBob's character is one of the weirdest cartoon characters I've ever had the pleasure of watching. He said that unlike most
cartoons today, SpongeBob SquarePants caters to both a child and an adult audience. In a 2009 review for The Washington Post, Michael Kavna re-watched the pilot episode Help Wanted and said that so much style and varnish is already in place. He placed the episode at number three on his list of The
Top Five SpongeBob Episodes: We Pick 'Em. Nancy Basile of About.com said, The humor and upbeat essence of SpongeBob are evident even in this first episode. Episodes See also: A list of SpongeBob SquarePants episodes is ordered below according to Nickelodeon's order for packaging, rather than
their original order for production or broadcast. No.overallNo. inseasonTitleAnimation Directors (a)Written on Original Air Date 53Prod.code (54)U.U. Viewers (millions) 1a1a Help WantedAlan SmartWritten by : Stephen Hillenburg, Derek Drimon, and Tim HillSboarded by : Stephen Hillenburg (director)
1999 (1999-05-01) in a pilot episode of the show's eccentric sea sponge called SpongeBob SquarePants trying to find a job at a local fast food restaurant called Krusty Krab, supported by his best friend Patrick. Mr. Crabs, a restaurant owner, and Squidward tentacles, a Krusty Krab employee and
neighbor spongebob, consider SpongeBob unqualified for work and send him on a fool's errand to return with a special mechanical spatula. Later, crowds of predatory anchovies stop at Krusty Crab and demand to be fed. SpongeBob somehow finds a spatula and uses it to perform hunger anchovies. He
then hailed Mr. Crabs as his new cook roast, to Squidward's great dismay. 1b1bReef BlowerFred Miller and Tom YasumiSEd: Stephen Hillenburg, Derek Drimon, and Tim HillStoryboarded by : Paul Tibbitt (Director) - Jay LenderMay 1, 1999 (1999-05-01)2515-1266.90 wanting to keep his front yard clean,
Squidward finds a small sea shell and throws it into the SpongeBob yard. SpongeBob notices the shell and decides to use his powerful electric reef blower to remove the shell from his yard. Squidward not Chaos is to step in because of his small act and how it will ruin his quiet day. 1c1cSy on the
treeEdgar Larrazababal; Tom Yasumi wrote: Peter Burns, Mr. Lawrence, and Paul TibbittStoryboarded by : Paul Tibbitt (director) Mark O'HaraMay 1, 1999 (1999-05-01)2515-1016.57 SpongeBob meets and befriends a squirrel named Sandy Chikes. Sandy invites SpongeBob to his tree for tea, but when
he arrives, he is surprised to learn that there is no water in the tree. He tries to act as if he's used to Sandy's air, even though he needs water to breathe. Patrick later comes to the tree, not knowing that there is no water. Sandy finds SpongeBob and Patrick shrivelled, so she gives them water helmets to
solve the problem. Note: This is the first regular episode. 2a2aBubblestandTom YasumiCas: Ennio Torresan, Eric Wiese, Stephen Hillenburg, Derek Drimon, and Tim HillStoryboarded by : Ennio Torresan (director) Eric WieseJuly 17, 1999 (1999-07-17)2515-1051.90 One day, SpongeBob builds and
opens a stand for blowing bubbles, charging 25 cents per bubble, to the big alarm. Patrick comes to the stand and asks to try it, but fails miserably. SpongeBob offers to teach it and demonstrates his special bubble air technique, which allows the user to blow bubbles in different shapes and sizes.
Squidward tries to impress them by blowing a bubble without the SpongeBob method, but fails. Eventually, he blows a huge bubble using all the methods SpongeBob taught Patrick and scream at the bubble wand in anger. SpongeBob and Patrick congratulate Squidward, who thanks them and goes back
to their home. However, a giant bubble covers the squidward house, excavating it and sending it into the air. 2b2b Ripped Trousers Edgar LarrazabalKaps : Paul Tibbitt and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by : Paul Tibbitt (director) 1999 (1999-07-17)2515-1061.90, being in the lagoon of Gu, SpongeBob
accidentally rips his pants, trying to impress Sandy, making everyone laugh hysterically. SpongeBob leaves a feeling of embarrassment and sadness, but the fish compliments him for a good laugh, forcing him to realize the comedic potential of his random stunt, forcing him to continue repeatedly rip his
pants intentionally as a joke. The joke was originally enjoyed by Laguna Gu residents, but soon gets old and eventually goes too far when SpongeBob pretends to actually die while surfing, driving beachgoers away, including Sandy. Later, he meets three biggest losers on the beach and they ask
SpongeBob what happened to him. SpongeBob tells his story and apologizes through the song, looking for Sandy and the rest of the beachgoers. 3a3aJellyfishingAlan SmartWritten by : Steve Fonti, Chris Mitchell, Peter Burns, and Tim HillStoryboarded by : Fonti (Director) - Chris MitchellJuly 31, 1999
(1999-07-31)2515-103N/A SpongeBob and Patrick take Squidward, who is recovering from a bike accident in a full body thrown, on a jellyfishing trip (a sport involving the capture of jellyfish). When they arrive at Medusa Fields, the jellyfish stings Squidward, so he goes after him to get revenge. He
manages to catch the jellyfish, and bangs his net triumphantly against the queen of the jellyfish. The queen of jellyfish pursues him, attacking him with a massive bite. The next day the bandaged SpongeBob and Patrick go to the house now bound for life support Squidward to apologize, only to be chased
by jellyfish caught by Squidward. As Squidward laughs about it, he is discovered and stung by the queen of jellyfish again. 3b3bPlankton! Edgar LarrazabalKaply : Ennio Torresan, Eric Wiese, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Ennio Torresan (Director) Eric WieseJuly 31, 1999 (1999-07-31)2515-
114N/A It's massive chaos in Krusty Crab when Plankton, Mr. Crabs' business rival, tries to steal the Crabby Formula for his own restaurant, Chum. At night Plankton tries to make friends with SpongeBob, asking him Crabby Patty, but he loudly and boldly refuses and runs home. In the evening of the
same day, Plankton enters SpongeBob's head through the pores and enters SpongeBob's brain. He attaches a mind control device to the brain and bends SpongeBob to his will, forcing him to go to Krusty Crab, get Krabby Patty, and bring him to Chum Bucket, where he intends to force SpongeBob to
throw Krabby Patty's analyzer revealing the ingredients all that put into him. SpongeBob regrets letting Crabby Patty down, and his mouthwatering description of the sandwich makes hungry Plankton jump out of SpongeBob's head to the sandwich. He lands in his analyzer and gets trapped in his Karen
computer (he's 1% evil and 99% hot gas according to the analyzer). SpongeBob then leaves as Plankton asks him to come back with Patty. 4a4aNaughty Nautical NeighborsFred MillerSreaded : Sherm Cohen, Aaron Springer, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Sherm Cohen (director) - Aaron
SpringerAugust 7, 1999 (1999-08-07)2515-1162.0761 Squidward destroys the blowing SpongeBob and Patrick's friendship after annoying them sending each other messages of bubbles and laughter. After all, things go horribly awry when SpongeBob and Patrick fight over who is Squidward's best friend.
Squidward decides to invite Patrick and SpongeBob to a dinner party to rebuild their friendship. 4b4b School BoatTom YasumiCosos : Ennio Torresan Jr., Eric Wiese, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by : Ennio Torresan Jr. (director) Eric WieseAugust 7, 1999 (1999-08-07)2515-1042.07 SpongeBob must
go to school but continues to fail driving test. He shares this information with Patrick, who decides to secretly give SpongeBob instructions during the test through the roar. Realizing he's cheating, SpongeBob goes into hysterics and drives wildly throughout the course, while his driving teacher Mrs. Puff
(Mary Jo Catlett) desperately tries to stop him. SpongeBob refuses to listen, forcing him to smash the boat and fail the test again. 5a5aPizza ShippingShon DempseyKapisay : Sherm Cohen, Aaron Springer, and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by : Sherm Cohen (director) th Aaron SpringerAugust 14, 1999
(1999-08-14)2515-107N/A Krusty Crab receives a call from a customer ordering pizza, so Mr. Crabs decides to have Squidward and SpongeBob deliver it. While along the way deliver pizza, SpongeBob and Squidward are stranded in the desert, and Squidward tries to eat pizza. Squidward becomes
increasingly annoyed about SpongeBob's survival skills, but is impressed when SpongeBob manages to use the stone to get home. When they finally get to the customer's house, the customer is angry that he did not get the drink he allegedly also ordered. SpongeBob cries because the customer doesn't
take pizza. Outraged that the customer made SpongeBob cry and after what they went through to deliver the pizza, Squidward knocks on the door and throws pizza in the face of the customer. When they leave, SpongeBob tells Squidward that it's time to get back to work, and the latter groans in
displeasure when he showed the house they had delivered across the street from Krusty Crab. 5b5b Homemade Sweet PineappleTom YasumiPosos : Ennio Torresan Jr., Eric Wiese, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Ennio Torresan Jr. (director) Eric WieseAugust 14, 1999 (1999-08-14)2515-124N/A
horde of hungry nematodes come to town and consume Bob's Pineapple House SpongeBob (and other things). Once that happens, SpongeBob reluctantly plans to return to his parents, though he will miss his old home and dear friends. Squidward is thrilled with the thought of SpongeBob moving.
However, SpongeBob tries to stay with Patrick, only to make the arrangement unusable. Squidward refuses to let SpongeBob stay with him. On the day he leaves town, SpongeBob finds a small pebble left from his house and buries him where his house used to be. SpongeBob starts crying and his tears
are absorbed by the pebbles (which is actually the seed), causing his pineapple house to grow back, crushing Squidward. 6a6aRusalka Man and Barnacle BoyShon DempseyCapis : Paul Tibbitt, Mark O'Hara, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Paul Tibbitt (director) - Mark O'Haraaug 21, 1999 (1999-08-
21)2515-1192.17 62 SpongeBob and Patrick want to meet their favorite retired superheroes, Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy, who are currently elderly and living in a retirement home. They're trying to get them out. retirement, much to the annoyance of superheroes who only want their TV repaired.
SpongeBob and Patrick go through various antics to help them retire and eventually succeed when the two heroes treat them like villains and use their superpowers to force them away from the nursing home. SpongeBob and Patrick then watch the new adventures of Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy on
TV, which consists of two playing chess and complaining that their phone needs to be fixed. Guest performances: Ernest Borthnin and Tim Conway in The Mermaid and Barnack Boy. 6b6bPicklesTom Yasumi Written: Steve Fonti, Chris Mitchell, and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by : Steve Fonti (director) and
Jay LenderAugust 21, 1999 (1999-08-21)2515-1112.17 Bubble Bass, picky overweight bass and old rival SpongeBob, comes to Kraty Crab for Krabby Patty. Bubble Bass says SpongeBob forgot the pickles, and SpongeBob, shocked by it, loses his self-confidence. Mr. Crabs is worried about losing
money, so he goes to SpongeBob to explain to him that if he remembers how to make Crabby Patty, he'll be back in order. It takes a few days, but SpongeBob will eventually learn how to make Krabby Patty right again. When Bubble Bass comes again to challenge SpongeBob, he again says that
SpongeBob has forgotten pickles. However, SpongeBob is absolutely certain that he put pickles in Crabbie Patty. He then grabs the Bubble Bass tongue to show everyone in Krusty Krab that Bubble Bass has hid pickles all along. Embarrassed by the revelation, Bubble Bass quickly escapes. 7a7a Hall
MonitorEdgar LarrazabalSource: Chuck Klein, Jay Lander, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by : Chuck Klein (Director) - Jay LenderAugust 28, 1999 (1999-08-28)2515-1082.12 SpongeBob takes it mean the whole city as well as patrols the city, but it leads to chaos. SpongeBob invites Patrick to help him
patrol as an MP. They'll find out that the maniac is causing trouble all over the city. After all, SpongeBob sees a wanted poster for himself and realizes that he is a maniac. Police arrived to arrest him and Mrs Puff appears to explain the situation to them, saying he is her responsibility. The police interpret
this as responsible for the crimes and she is arrested. 7b7bJellyfish JamFred MillerSreaded : Ennio Torresan, Jr., Eric Wiese, and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by : Ennio Torresan, Jr. (Director) Eric WieseAugust 28, 1999 (1999-08-28)2515-1182.12 SpongeBob brings home a wild jellyfish and throws a big
dance party. However, the wild jellyfish becomes addicted to the melody of dance music, and continues through the night before inviting more jellyfish to come to the party. The next morning, SpongeBob wakes up to find his living room filled dancing jellyfish, and trying to get them to leave, but eventually
break the music record player, causing the jellyfish to get angry. After having his pet snail, Gary calms them by pressing his eyes together and creating a beat, SpongeBob uses Gary to lead the jellyfish back to The Jellyfish Fields. 8a8a Sandy RocketTom Yasum: Sherm Cohen, Aaron Springer, and Peter
BurnsStoryboarded by: Sherm Cohen (director) - Aaron SpringersSeptef 17, 1999 (1999-09-17)2515-1101.89 When they do, accidentally Patrick launches the engine, but they crash back into Bikini Bottom. Thinking they're on the moon, they capture everyone, believing they're aliens. After all, SpongeBob
thinks Patrick is an alien. SpongeBob launches a rocket to return home, and when it reaches the moon, the rocket falls on her. SpongeBob looks out the window and realizes his mistake as captured aliens as a word with him. 8b8b Squeaky BootsFred MillerWritten by : Steve Fonti, Chris Mitchell, and Mr.
LawrenceStoryboarded by : Steve Fonti (director) and Chris MitchellSeptember 17, 1999 (1999-09-17)2515-1021.89. Mr Crabs gives his daughter Pearl a pair of old boots as a cheap birthday present, but when she refuses to take them, he gives them SpongeBob, claiming that the boots are a true cook
fry. SpongeBob enjoys the boots and the high, squeaky sounds they make, but the noises that boots make begin to annoy Mr. Crabs, eventually to the point that he can't stand the sounds anymore. Because of this, Mr. Crabs steals the boots and buries them under the Krusty Crab, reminiscent of Tell-Tale
Heart. The next day SpongeBob comes to work and cries because he can't find the boots. Mr. Crabs, feeling guilty that he stole the boots, starts to go crazy, and eventually admits that he stole the boots and then proceed to fry the boots in a fryer and eat them. 9a9a Nature Of The PantsSone
DempseySored : Paul Tibbitt, Mark O'Hara, and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by : Paul Tibbitt (director) - Mark O'Hara 11999 (1999-09-11)2515-120N/A Sponge Bob decides that he wants to live in the wild with jellyfish, so he quits his job at Krusty Krab and leaves his old life to live in the Medusa field. Mr
Crabs is confident he will be back for the day, but Patrick and Sandy have a picnic set to try and convince SpongeBob to return. SpongeBob resists all efforts to get him to return home, but soon learns that living among jellyfish is not quite as he dreamed. He realizes that he had a great life, which he
refused, so he returns home. When he returns home, he marvels at his friends who forgive and hug him, only for them to start itching from the poisonous sea urchin SpongeBob took while living among the jellyfish. DayTom YasumIsnos : Chuck Klein, Jay Lander, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by :
Chuck Klein (Director) - Jay LenderSeptember 11, 1999 (1999-09-11)2515-112N/A Squidward plans to quit Bikini Bottom after annoying SpongeBob and Patrick. However, he warned the real estate broker that if his house is surrounded by bad neighbours, the house cannot be sold. Squidward tells
SpongeBob that it's the Opposite Day, and that everyone should act against the way they usually act. SpongeBob later tells Patrick about the Opposite Day. When Squidward is busy and the real estate broker arrives, SpongeBob and Patrick both pretend to squidward, giving her a tour of the house,
describing him negatively and doing the opposite of what she asks. Then the real Squidward arrives and pleads with the broker to sell his house, but feeling cheated, she refuses, leaving Squidward stuck where it is. In response, Squidward literally tries to run over the duo with a bulldozer, sarcastically
saying, Happy day opposite. 10a10aCultural shockEdgar LarrazabalaKapiai: Paul Tibbitt, Mark O'Hara, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Paul Tibbitt (director) - Mark O'HaraSeptic 18, 1999 (1999-09-18)2515-122N/A Krusty Crab has a lack of customers, and Mr. Crabs tells Squidward and SpongeBob
that Krusty Krab needs the idea to bring more. Squidward offers a talent show in Krusty Crab, and Mr. Crabs agrees. When the night show arrives, it's a great success, attracting full house customers. The final act shows Squidward dancing in different genres of music, but the audience quickly hates it.
They start throwing tomatoes at him, forcing the squid off the stage. SpongeBob takes the stage and starts stripping the mess, which the audience enjoys and starts cheering. 10b10bF.U.N. Fred MillerWritten : Sherm Cohen, Aaron Springer, and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by : Sherm Cohen (director) -
Aaron SpringerSeptember 18, 1999 (1999-09-18)2515-121N/A After another failed attempt by Evil Plantton to steal Krabby Patty, SpongeBob reasons that Plankton just needs and needs a friend That's why he's so angry. After SpongeBob befriended Plankton, they engaged in various friendly activities.
Unfortunately, Mr. Crabs has to show the true colors of Bob Plankton's Sponge. 11a1aMuscleBob BuffAsEdgar LarrazabalaKas : Ennio Torresan, Junior, Eric Wiese, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by : Ennio Torresan Jr. (director) and Eric WieseOctober 2, 1999 (1999-10-02)2515-123N/A SpongeBob
orders fake hands with inflatable muscles to impress everyone. When Sandy sees it, she decides to record them both in a contest where each participant has to drop the anchor far away they can. SpongeBob realizes that it will expose that his muscles are fake. In the contest, each participant heaves his
anchors away, but his fake muscle, SpongeBob can't even lift the anchor. He inflates his hands to strengthen himself, but instead they explode, showing him as a scam. 11b11bSquidward unfriendly ghostFred MillerSigned : Sherm Cohen, Aaron Springer, and Peter BurnsStoryboarded by: Sherm Cohen
(director) - Aaron Springer October 2, 1999 (1999-10-02)2515-115N/A SpongeBob and Patrick think Squidward is dead after ruining his self-replicating and that the real Squidward is a ghost. Squidward decides to take advantage of his mistake by telling them that he will spare them if they accept all his
commands. SpongeBob and Patrick decide that since Squidward is a vengeful spirit, they should have Squidward put to rest. Squidward eventually admits his charade, but SpongeBob and Patrick believe that Squidward is simply in denial about his death. SpongeBob blows a giant bubble that covers
Squidward and sends him floating up to the sky. 12a12aThe ChaperoneSean DempseyWritten by : Sherm Cohen, Aaron Springer, and Peter BurnsStroyboarding : Sherm Cohen (director) - Aaron SpringerMarch 8, 2000 (2000-03-08)2515-113N/A SpongeBob asked to take Pearl to her school evening
after she was abandoned by her prom boyfriend. When they arrive, SpongeBob clumsily destroys Pearl's experience, causing him to break. Feeling sorry for him, Pearl tries to comfort him and restore his trust. Pearl and SpongeBob perform a dance that everyone else soon begins to do. However, this
leads to many injuries and mass destruction. An angry mob forms and throws Pearl and SpongeBob out of the building. SpongeBob apologises, and Pearl says that although it was a disaster, it was a lot of fun. 12b12bDeigner of the MonthShon DempseySigned: Paul Tibbitt and Mr
LawrenceStoryboarded by: Paul Tibbitt (director) - Mark O'Hara, Ennio Torresan Jr., Eric WieseMarch 8, 2000 (2000-03-08)2515-125N/A SpongeBob is always the best employee ever, but Squidward decides that he wants an employee of the month award for change. The two argue about the reward and
set a few traps for each other as they are both desperate to reach The Coolion Crab in the first place. They get there at the same time, just as Mr. Crabs opens the door. They begin to overwork in an attempt to impress him, doing more harm than good, scaring Mr. Crabs out of his mind in the process.
They then try to do as much Krabby Patties as possible, eventually causing The Crusy Crab to explode and presumably leading a shocked Mr Crabs to deny both of them the award. 13a13a Scaredy PantsSone DempseyKas : Paul Tibbitt and Peter BurnsSIstoribord: Paul Tibbitt (director) 1999 (1999-10-
28)2515-109N/A SpongeBob tired is always scared on Halloween and called Scaredy Pants, so he decides to dress up as a Flying Dutchman to take revenge. For his costume, realizes that a real ghost has a round head, and that it has a square one. Patrick shaves Bob's sponge head, making it round.
The real Flying Dutchman shows up and explains to people how offended he is at people dressing up as him on Halloween, and that SpongeBob's costume is the worst of all. He takes off SpongeBob's costume, which showed that his brain is exposed to Patrick's shaving. Subsequently, everyone
escapes, including the Dutchman, leaving SpongeBob satisfied, finally managed to scare people. 13b13bI was a teenager GaryEdgar LarrazabalKapisan : Steve Fonti, Chris Mitchell, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by : Steve Fonti (director) and Chris MitchellOctober 28, 1999 (1999-10-28)2515-117N/A
SpongeBob Bob Squidward take care of Gary when he goes to the jellyfish convention. However, Squidward neglects him and Gary gets sick. SpongeBob calls the veterinarian, who gives him a syringe filled with snail plasma. Squidward accidentally injects the serum into SpongeBob's nose, causing
SpongeBob to turn into a snail. Transformed SpongeBob approaches Squidward, who runs in fear, accidentally introduces himself to the serum, and thus turns into a snail himself. Three snails were last seen meowing a song on the fence at night, which annoyed Patrick. 14a14aSB-129Tom YasumiPosos
: Aaron Springer, Eric Wiese, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by : Aaron Springer (director) and Eric WieseDecember 31, 1999 (1999-12-31)2515-129N/AB-129 redirects here. For the isotope 129Sb see antimonium isotopes. After being invited by SpongeBob and Patrick to go jellyfish, Squidward refuses
and wants to be away from them. He's hiding in Krusty Crab's freezer, washed there. Two thousand years later, the freezer finally rusts open and Squidward finds itself in the future. Trying to get home with a time machine, he accidentally goes too far back. After meeting prehistoric versions of SpongeBob
and Patrick, he successfully gets the time machine running again, only to break his mid-flight. As a result, he experiences a surreal realm of unpreparedness. Suddenly realizing his loneliness, he tries to escape and lands in the machine room of time. He begs him to return to the present, which he does.
However, he believes he is now known for inventing jellyfish after being revealed by his prehistoric SpongeBob and Patrick. 14b14b Karate ChoppersTom YasumiCassa: Aaron Springer, Eric Wiese, and Merriwether WilliamsStoryboarded by : Aaron Springer (director) 1999 (1999-12-31)2515-135N/A
SpongeBob constantly practicing karate with Sandy, but he is becoming increasingly paranoid of Sandy's attacks that affect his work in Krusty Crab so Mr. Crabs orders SpongeBob to stop practicing karate after attacking clients, otherwise he will be fired by Sandy, which will affect his work in The
Crusseding Crabs so Mr. Crabs orders SpongeBob to stop practicing karate after attacking clients, otherwise he will be fired by Sandy, which will affect his work in The Crusy Crabs ordering SpongeBoon to stop doing karate after attacking clients. When doing karate, she refuses to listen to SpongeBob,
and Mr. Crabs eventually fires SpongeBob, and he escapes the roar as a result of his job loss due to karate. They try to forget karate, and go to the park, not. However, while slicing sandwiches, they start doing karate again, which is evident to Mr. Crabs. SpongeBob gives Mr. Crabs permission to fire him.
However, Mr. Crabs learns that karate chops can replace knives, so he SpongeBob and Sandy slice Crabby Patty in a way that earns him more money. 15a15aSleepy TimeEdgar LarrazabalaKeit: Paul Tibbitt, Ennio Torresan Jr., and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Paul Tibbitt and Ennio Torresan Jr.
(directors and artists) January 17, 2000 (2000-01-17)2515-1412.00 65 65 When SpongeBob goes to sleep, he gets the opportunity to astral projection (because of Mrs. Puff) and businesses in the dreams of his friends. After traveling to the dreams of his friends, SpongeBob then returns to his dream.
When he wakes up, everyone in his room is upset that he has ruined his dreams, except for Patrick, who wanted only a quarter. 15b15bSudsEdgar LarrazababalKapis : Paul Tibbitt, Ennio Torresan Jr., and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Paul Tibbitt and Ennio Torresan Jr. (directors and artists) January
17, 2000 (2000-01-17)2515-1322.00 SpongeBob tries to fall asleep but fails. He decides that eating a butter seanut and jellyfish sandwich will help, but he accidentally leaves the fridge door open after falling asleep. An open fridge gives him a bad case of a disease similar to a cold called foam, causing it
to sneeze bubbles out of the pores. Unfortunately, Patrick foolishly tells SpongeBob that going to the doctor is a terrifying experience. SpongeBob asks Patrick to cure him, but it only makes it worse. Sandy then takes SpongeBob to a real doctor who prescribes sponge treatment, involving SpongeBob
used to clean dishes, car, human back, human leg, and floor. The treatment treats SpongeBob completely and he got a lollipop. Patrick wishing the lollipop then fakes with foam and gets a painful starfish treatment in which he is used to clean the cactus and toilet. 16a16aDay Of ValentinaFrred Miller
Written: Chuck Klein, Jay Lander, and Merriwether WilliamsStoryboarded by: Chuck Klein (director) and Jay LenderFebruary 14, 2000 (2000-02-14)2515-128N/A SpongeBob sandy created a Valentine's Day treat Patrick, a balloon made entirely of chocolate, at Valentine's Day theme park. Unfortunately,
their plan is delayed, as the balloon is attacked by scallops. SpongeBob gives Patrick a handshake in order to save the balloon surprise. Patrick almost goes crazy with rage, but SpongeBob's treatment of Patrick arrives, and Patrick becomes friends with SpongeBob and Sandy again. 16b16b PaperFred
Miller Written: Chuck Jay Lander, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Chuck Klein (Director) and Jay LenderFebruary 14, 2000 (2000-02-14)2515-134N/A SpongeBob plays around with a rubber band wrapper Squidward tossed in his backyard. SpongeBob uses his imagination to have fun and do
amazing things with paper, and Squidward gets jealous and tries to take it back so he can have fun too. However, SpongeBob refuses to return it as he has promised not to. Squidward desperately asks SpongeBob for paper, and is not successful until he agrees to trade everything he owns. However,
Squidward is not fun with paper, and realizes that it is completely useless. 17a17aArrgh! Sean Dempsey Written: Sherm Cohen, Vincent Waller, and Merriwether WilliamsStoryboarded by: Sherm Cohen (director) - Vincent WallerMarch 15, 2000 (2000-03-15)2515-1302.10 SpongeBob, Patrick, and Mr.
Crabs play a tincture based on the legend of the Dutchman' who includes the game of hunting treasure. Mr. Crabs loves the game so much that he wants to go on a real treasure hunt. In his hunt Sponge Bob and Patrick find treasures, but Mr. Crabs says that all the treasures belong to him. They start
fighting for their breasts, and their argument is woken up by the Flying Dutchman, who appears and congratulates SpongeBob and Patrick for digging it for him. He takes the treasures, but gives them two gold coins. Mr. Crabs asks for a reward, but receives only a tiny plastic treasure chest. 17b17b Rock
BottomTom Yasumi Written by: Paul Tibbitt, Ennio Torresan, and David FainStoryboarded by: Paul Tibbett and Ennio Torresan (directors) March 15, 2000 (2000-03-15)2515-1382.10, when a delightful day at the amusement park on a glove theme called Glove World is over, SpongeBob and Patrick are
going on the wrong bus when they try to get home and end up in the abyss of Rock Bottom. Patrick gets on the bus to get home and accidentally leaves SpongeBob behind. SpongeBob makes several unsuccessful attempts to get on the bus. Meanwhile, he meets a friendly-looking fisherman who has a
spongebob balloon from Glove World. The creature blows up the balloon, ties it to SpongeBob's wrist, and allows it to float up the rock and back in Bikini Bottom. 18a18a TexasSone DempseySource:Sherm Cohen, Vincent Waller, and David FainStoryboarded by: Sherm Cohen (director) and Vincent
WallerMarch 22, 2000 (2000-03-22)2515-139N/A Sandy and wishes she's back in Texas. SpongeBob tries to cheer her up by organizing a surprise party on the Texan theme in Krusty Crab. They go to Sandy's house to ask her to come to Krusty Crab with them, but she tells them that she is leaving Bikini
Bottom to return to Texas. SpongeBob and Patrick are shocked by this, so after a few insults about Texas and getting Sandy angry, lure her to Krusty Crab. Sandy understands how much Underwater friends take care of her, and that Bikini Bottom has become her true home, so she decides to stay.
18b18b Walk Small Will DempseySIgned : Aaron Springer, Eric Wiese, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by: Aaron Springer (Director) and Eric WieseMarch 22, 2000 (2000-03-22)2515-133N/A At Goo Lagoon, Plankton arrives to turn the beach into a future branch location of Chum Bucket, demanding that
everyone leave the beach. However, no one listens to him, because of how small it is. He concludes that he needs someone big to help clear the beach for him, and meets SpongeBob. Plankton decides to trick SpongeBob to be pushy to get what he wants. After a series of cruel and unpleasant actions
SpongeBob, everyone leaves the beach. Plankton then reveals his true intentions to SpongeBob, making him very upset. SpongeBob defeats Plankton, becoming aggressively cute by performing good deeds that attract people back to the beach. Plankton leaves the beach, disgusted by the overwhelming
amount of kindness. 19a19aFools in AprilFred MillerWritten by : Aaron Springer, Eric Wiese, and Merriwether WilliamsStoryboarded by : Aaron Springer (director) - Eric WieseAp0ril 1, 2000 (2000-04-01)2515-140N/A On Crash Crab, SpongeBob pulls numerous playful and harmless pranks on people.
Squidward gets so annoying that he pulls his cruel and nasty prank on SpongeBob in revenge. It ends badly as SpongeBob works for the house, physically and emotionally hurting and clients sympathize with SpongeBob and disown squidward. Squidward goes to SpongeBob to apologize, but finds it
impossible to tell him: Sorry to him. He can say this by putting a bubble over his head, so SpongeBob can't really hear his apology. Squidward walks away, saying that his conscience is clear, but faces memories of what he did. He comes back and sincerely apologizes to SpongeBob. Suddenly
SpongeBob completely opens the front door, showing that everyone else is inside behind him, and witnessed the apology of Squidward. Squidward claims he cheated on them and before running away to his house, laughing maniacally. 19b19bSpatul NeptuneFrred Miller Written: Chuck Klein, Jay Lander,
and David B. FainStoryboarded by : Chuck Klein (director) and Jay LenderApril 1, 2000 (2000-04-01)2515-137N/ While at the Fry Cook Museum, SpongeBob pulls the legendary spatula out of a bucket of fat, evoking the king of Neptune. King Neptune is not convinced of SpongeBob's skills and challenges
SpongeBob to prove his ability, as he is not happy to discover that SpongeBob is the one destined to be his eternal cook. In the competition, King Neptune makes 1000 burgers at a time when he takes SpongeBob to make just one by winning the challenge. However, when Neptune shares his pies with
the audience, they find that they Neptune is outraged by this and tastes of Patty Sponge Bob, and believes it is delicious. SpongeBob is declared the winner, but when he learns that his friends can not go with him to Atlantis, he refuses to go. Instead, he arranges for Neptune to be an intern under his
leadership at Krusty Crab. Guest appearance: John O'Hurley as King Neptune. 20aHookyEdgar LarrazabalaKeit : Sherm Cohen, Vincent Waller, and Merriwether WilliamsStoryboarded by : Sherm Cohen (director) and Vincent WallerMarch 3, 2001 (2001-03-03)2515-136N/A Mr. Crabs comes to Krusty



Crab warning of all fishing hooks appearing in the waters surrounding Bikini Bottom. Patrick encourages SpongeBob to play them with him, thinking they are not dangerous. Mr. Crabs catches two play on hooks, and tells them that if they are caught they can be turned into a gift shop trinkets or be packed
into any tuna can or bottle of mayonnaise. Mr. Crabs makes SpongeBob and Patrick never play with hooks again. The next day SpongeBob tries to avoid hooks, but succumbs to temptation, gets caught on one and runs for help to Krusty Crab. Hook ends up removing Bob's sponge clothes in front of Pearl
and her friends, and he runs naked to his house, embarrassed by the incident. As it turned out, Squidward had one fishing trip to teach SpongeBob a lesson. Patrick, who was caught on the hook earlier, returns home in a tuna can. Guest performances: John Lurie and Jim Jarmusch as fishermen (archive
footage from Fishing with John). 20b20b Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy IITom YasumiSos : Chuck Klein, Jay Lander, and Mr. LawrenceStoryboarded by : Chuck Klein (Director) - Jay LenderMarch 3, 2001 (2001-03-03)2515-131N/A SpongeBob wins the shell that can cause the Mermaid Man and Barak
in an emergency. However, he abuses this privilege, constantly urging superheroes to help in everyday tasks. Eventually, the two characters are exhausted, and SpongeBob apologizes, explaining that he just wanted to spend time with them. As a result, they allow SpongeBob to join them on their daily
patrol, but he ends up doing a few random things annoying them. At the diner, Mermaid Man and Barnacle Boy decided to ditch SpongeBob, asking him to search for his song on the jukebox while they run out of the restaurant. Outside, however, they are attacked and trapped by their nemesis arch, the
Dirty Bubble. SpongeBob goes outside to tell them and sees their predicament. He asks dirty bubble for an autograph, saying he's his favorite supervillain, and accidentally pops up a dirty bubble with a pencil tip, saving the day. Note: This is the final episode of the series to use traditional attendee
animation; With the second season, the series will use digital ink and paint. Guest performances: Ernest Borgrin and Tim Conway in The Man and Barnacle Boy, Charles Nelson Reilly as Dirty Bubble. The DVD boxset DVD release for the first season was released by Paramount Home Entertainment and
Nickelodeon in the U.S. and Canada in October 2003, two years after it completed broadcasting on television. The DVD release contains bonus materials including audio clips, featurettes and music videos. The pilot episode Help Wanted was removed from the DVD release due to copyright issues.
According to Derek Drimon, the episode was not included because Nickelodeon did not want to pay The Tiny Tim estate for the RIGHTS to the DVD. However, on the German release of the first season of DVD, the episode Help Wanted is actually included. Help Wanted was later released on SpongeBob
SquarePants: The Complete 3rd Season DVD as a bonus feature on September 27, 2005. It was also released on Dvd SpongeBob SquarePants: The First 100 Episodes DVD, along with all season episodes from one to five. The DVD included a feature film called Help Wanted by The Seven Seas
Edition, which included Help Wanted in many languages. The episode also became a bonus feature in a DVD series called SpongeBob SquarePants: 10 Happiest Moments, which was released on September 14, 2010. After its release, the DVD set was quickly sold out at Best Buy and sold quickly in
online stores, including Amazon.com, Barnes and Walmart. In 2012, the DVD was released in thin packaging. SpongeBob SquarePants: Full Season 1 Set Details (46 4867 Special Features 46 48 67 20 episodes (excluding Help Wanted) 3-disc set 1.33:1 ratio of sides languages: English (Dolby Wanted)
3-disc set 1.33:1 ratio of sides languages: English (Dolby Digital 2.0) Audio comments for Plankton! And Karate Choppers Featurettes: The Origin of SpongeBob SquarePants Memories From the First Season of The Crew All Talk : Voices behind SpongeBob SquarePants Drawing Goo Laguna
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